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United Way of Broward County Commission on Substance Abuse 
“To Empower Our Diverse Community to Live Healthy and Drug-Free” 

 
Board of Governors Meeting 
Thursday, February 17th, 2011 

United Way Board Room 
1300 S. Andrews Avenue 

 
MINUTES 

 
Chair:  Dr. Tammy Tucker           1st Vice Chair:  Lt. Col. Tim Gillette         2nd Vice Chair:  Dr. Rudy Morel 

 
Present:  Maureen Barrett, Marcia Beach, Karen Beam, Daniel Castellanos, David Choate, Paul Daly, 
Anthony Davis, Anita Fain Taylor, Paul Faulk, David Fawcett, Stephen Ferrante, David Freedman, Larry 
Gierer, Tim Gillette, Dave Golt, Jim Hall, Vanessa Hargray, Pat Kramer, Brenda LaVar, Lisa McElhaney, Rudy 
Morel, Charles Morton, Amalio Nieves, Joshua Perper, Cynthia Peterson, Gisele Pollack, Carmen Puentes-
Croye, Larry Rein, Sanford Silverman, Teri Stockman and Norma Wagner  
 
Absent & Excused:  , Rhonda Bohs, Michael Calderin, Margaret DeCambre, Ray Diaz, Raymond Ferrero, 
Bernie Kemp, Junia Jeantilus-Robinson, Barbara McGrath, Ann Murray, Frank Ortis, Ralph Page, Carmine 
Pecoraro, Jon Quinton, Jose Rada, Christina Spudeas, Charles Stuart and Sam Subramani 
 
Staff:  Jennifer O’Flannery Anderson, Howard Bakalar, Pat Castillo, Shahara Jaghoo, Chris Checke, Gonzalo 
Cadima, Angela Ventura, Dawnna Patterson and Dave Wallace 
 
Guests:  Sgt. Richard Pisanti, BSO, City of Oakland Park and Chief John Bukata, BSO, City of Oakland Park 
 
1. Welcome and Self Introductions 
 
2. Opening Remarks:  Chair, Tim Gillette for Tammy Tucker  

Brenda LaVar is moving to Texas and therefore has rendered her resignation as a member of the Board.  
She has been with the board for 14 years and has contributed tremendously.  She will be missed.   
 

3. Approval of Minutes:  Larry Gierer moved first, Cynthia Peterson seconded and the Board unanimously 
approved the January 2011 minutes. 

 
4. Byrne/JAG Report :  Anita Fain Taylor, Chair Byrne/JAG Review Committee 

a. 2010-2011 Funding Year (10/1/2010-9/30/2011) - We have received official confirmation from the 
County Attorney’s office through Paul Faulk, Division Director at BARC, that the contracts will be 
finalized this week.  Agencies have not received payment to date for services provided for contracts 
which began 10-1-2010. FDLE will be coming to Broward to monitor contracts between 3/22/11-
3/25/11. 

a. 2011-2012 Funding Year (10/1/2011-9/30/2012) - We have successfully conducted both Bidder’s 
Conferences with 51 attendees (potential applicants) representing 38 agencies in our community.  
This application is due at the United Way of Broward County Commission on Substance Abuse 
office on or before February 18, 2011, 4:00pm. 
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b. At the last Board meeting, it was suggested that a follow up call with the Broward Sheriff’s office, be 
made.   Pat Castillo followed up with a call to Michael Somberg, Director of Grant’s Management.  
His stance hasn’t changed from last May when BSO discontinued serving as a unit of government 
for six agencies.  Reasons for discontinuing the service was the level of the work load as well the 
length of time for reimbursement of funding. On another note, Pat informed the Board that the 
Commission was asked to attend a meeting with Broward County in late January to discuss the 
future.  There was a good discussion with Mike Elwell, Paul Faulk, and Karen Hamburger with a 
look at workload and other issues related to the facilitation of the BYRNE/JAG grant in Broward 
County. 

c. Howard Bakalar reported that he had a conversation with Susan Myers, Director Health & Human 
Services at Broward County about the need for an administrative fee for the County.  How much the 
County is in need of remains uncertain at this time however everyone has agreed that finding a 
solution that is “win-win” is the priority. 

d. The latest proposal that the Commission is putting forward to agencies will be for those who are 
funded, to consider taking a portion of their award and giving that to their potential unit of 
government to cover some of their administrative fee.   

 
5. Presentation:  “Update from National Epidemiology Workgroup” – Jim Hall 

Instead of a traditional local view, this is a national report. The Center at Nova University is part of a 
network of 21 drug observatories across the nation that comprised the National Institute on Drug Abuse 
Community Epidemiology Work Group.  All sites track local patterns and trends.   

a. Cocaine:  In January 2008, the National Institute on Drug Abuse Community Epidemiology Work 
Group met in Fort Lauderdale.  At that time, South Florida was the first to report the early signs of 
declining indicators in cocaine abuse.  This year, all 21 sites have reported seeing declining 
indicators of cocaine abuse and treatment.  Cocaine usage is still the leading reason for emergency 
room admissions and it still remains a leading national problem.   

b. Heroin:   
 Mexican Heroin is increasingly encountered east of the Mississippi.   
 Heroin in Mexico is traditionally processed in primitive laboratories. 
 Mexico Drug Trafficking Organizations (DTO’s) are importing Heroin from South America and 

are distributing it in the U.S. 
 Mexican White Heroin is now appearing.  Here are the possible explanations why: 

i. Mexican DTO’S are producing Heroine using a South American method. 
ii. Mexican DTO’S are converting tar Heroin into a lighter colored product. 
iii. Mexican DTO’S may be mixing South American and Mexican Heroin. 
iv. Current intelligence, from the DEA, indicates that Mexican DTO’S may have brought 

Columbian chemists to Mexico to introduce South American production techniques. 
c. Methamphetamine: 

 USA seizures have increased nationwide. 
 There is normally a connection to Mexico. 
 La Familia, a DTO in Mexico, appears to be specializing in Meth production and distribution. 
 Blue Meth is on the rise. It is cooked hotter using Lithium, from laptop batteries, to change 

the color to blue, which is supposedly a higher quality. 
 The largest seizure in the United States was on November 30, 2010.  983 pounds of Meth 

was seized from a residence in Norcross, Georgia. 
 There is a change in the production method that doesn’t use Pseudoephedrine.  This 

method is known as the P2P method. 
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d. Prescription Opioid:  15 of the 21 sites reported increasing consequences.  Florida leads the 
nation with an overwhelming increase in treatment admissions for prescription opioid use among 
the ages of 12-30.   

e. Marijuana:  Every site showed increasing adolescent consequences from the use of marijuana.  
The perceived risk is declining.  In all three grade levels and in particular, the middle school 
population.  In the last two years there has been increasing availability of marijuana.   

 
6. Presentation:  Sgt. Richard Pisanti, BSO – Oakland Park 

“The View from the National Office of Drug Control Policy” 
An overview of President Obama’s National Drug Control Strategy endorses a balance of prevention, 
treatment and law enforcement.  The President’s budget submission backs up this strategy. 

 Seven Strategy Objectives 
a. Strengthen efforts to prevent drug use in our local communities. 
b. Seek early intervention opportunities in health care. 
c. Integrate treatment for substance use disorders into health care and expand support for 

recovery. 
d. Break the cycle of drug use, crime delinquency and incarceration. 
e. Disrupt domestic drug trafficking and production. 
f. Strengthen international partnerships. 
g. Improve information systems for analysis, assessment and local management. 

 Prescription Drug Sub Strategy 
a. Education  
b. Tracking and Monitoring 
c. Proper disposal 
d. Enforcement 

 
7. Task Force Reports:   

a. Prescription Drug Abuse Task Group: Lisa McElhaney  
The main focus of the Prescription Drug Abuse Task Group is based on all the changes that are 
going on in the government.  The Group had an emergency meeting on February 15th to get a 
game plan in place.  There is a lot of party positioning going on the issue of the PDMP.  Senator 
Mike Haridopolos took a firm stance on the PDMP.  He wants to implement it and fund it.  The 
Group’s strategy is to provide him with the ammunition that he needs.  The Prescription Drug 
Task Group is putting together several target groups.  The goal is to keep our messages in line 
with another.  The primary issue is whether the PDMP is even going to exist.  There are several 
different areas that need to be looked at:  

 The disbandment of the Florida Office of Drug Control 
 The DSO is in limbo.   
 The funders have taken a step back.  There is a possibility of putting Pay Pal on the site, 

so that the public can make contributions online.    
 There is still a challenge on the bid.   

The focus needs to remain on the PDMP and not just the pill mill issues.   
 

b. Task Force to Address Underage Drinking: Larry Gierer – Tabled due to lack of time. 
c. Emerging Issues Task Group:  Jim Hall – Tabled due to lack of time. 

 
8. Vice President Report:  Pat Castillo 
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a. Community Anti-Drug Coalitions of America (CADCA) Leadership Forum.  The national themes that 
came out of the CADCA conference were: 

 Prevention Prescription drugs 
 Funding is going down Medical marijuana 
 Opportunities - “Prevention 

Prepared Communities” funding 
Military  

 Healthcare reform Suicide prevention 
 

b. General Dean, who has been with CADCA for many years, was invited to come to South Florida.  
He agreed and will be here sometime at the end of March or the beginning of April.   

c. Department of Children & Family – Substance Abuse Prevention Contract – The DCF contract is 
signed and fully executed. 

d. Next Meeting Date: Thursday, March 10th, 2011 at 7:45am. 
 

9. Adjournment:  9:05 am 


